PERFORMING RESEARCH OR EVALUATION FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF BASIC AND APPLIED RESEARCH, PROGRAM EVALUATION, AND ANALYSIS OF PUBLIC POLICY ON ISSUES IMPACTING INDIVIDUALS WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES

To Add Performing Research or Evaluation in NIRS

What?
All evaluation and reports on your project’s work conducted, as part of your project, should be entered into NIRS as a Performing Research or Evaluation activity in NIRS as well as traditional research activities.

How?
1. Click on Add Activity
2. In the menu, click on Add beside ‘Performing Research or Evaluation’
3. Answer all the questions posed in NIRS. Pay special attention to the following questions:
   a. Title of Activity: Please include your project name in the activity field.
   b. Brief Activity Description: The question “UCEDD adopts research findings by modifying activities in the other core functions” must be answered for the CORE Annual Report for each research activity. However, there is no place on the activity form to answer this question. Please use the Brief Description field to answer this question. If your evaluation impacts your other project activities please answer, “Yes” to this question.
   c. Types and Numbers of Participants: Please do not enter a number under “Trainees Total.” This field refers ONLY to those students in one of our Interdisciplinary Preservice Prep programs.